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1776 Token White Paper 

 

The 1776 Cryptocurrency Token  

The central banks are in the process of creating a world control system where every 

country in the world with a central bank will have its own centralized blockchain 

containing tangible assets and commodities by which they will control humanity. 

The 1776 Token has been designed utilizing a technology approach  

to allow people who desire to live free - to live free  

from the coming world control system. 

 

 
1776 is giving 100,000,000 FREE coins to 10,000,000 Freedom Lovers 

Claim 10 Free 1776 on www.Freedom.social  
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1776 has its own Marketplace in www.FreedomMarket.social 

where goods and services can be purchased locally and worldwide 
• www.FreedomMarket.social is similar to Craigslist 

• Products and services to be listed free of charge 

• Local Markets can be created and products and services purchased worldwide  

 

 

Independent Media and End User Compensation 

1. Independent media and all end users receive a Unique Link, example: 

https://freedom.social/clarkzkent-register to refer family, friends to the Freedom platform 

and to claim 10 free 1776 Tokens 

2. Independent media and all end users are paid in the 1776 Token to post, share, share 

in other social media, like, view and refer family and friends to the Freedom platform.  

3. Independent media and all end users are paid 10% in US Dollars for end users who 

purchase the 1776 Token in US Dollars  
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Introduction 

The 1776 Token has been designed utilizing a technological approach to allow people who 

desire to live free to make a decision to live free from the coming government and central 

banker world control system.  

The BIS, IMF, and all central banks and governments are moving quickly to implement 

centralized country specific centralized blockchains and centralized country specific 

cryptocurrencies. Around the world, governments, and in the USA, the federal and state and 

county governments and are in the process of placing tangible assets and commodities on 

centralized blockchains utilizing standardization that will allow the data of the asset to be 

controlled and tracked. If centralized blockchains utilize standardization it will not matter if you 

utilize a cryptocurrency with anonymity because they control the data on the asset or 

commodity. It is assumed that decentralized cryptocurrencies will then register with a regulator 

agency to be an accepted payment method on centralized blockchains.  

Fact is, Bitcoin core software development company Blockstream is controlled by the chairman of the 

Bilderberg Group. It is safe to speculate that Blockstream will register to an accepted payment method 

on international and government centralized blockchains. They will be able to track all Bitcoin 

transactions and track “any” cryptocurrency transaction where a financial transaction is made on 

a centralized blockchain with standardization. This could lead to assets being centrally controlled 

leading to the potential for taxing, censorship, confiscation of the asset. 

The 1776 Token has been designed not be accessible by central bank blockchains nor 

mirrorable by standardization and we will never register to make transactions on centralized 

blockchains. The 1776 Token utilizes a technological approach and specifications derived from 

the report:  The Central Banks Evil Centralized Blockchains.  

Download report here: https://Freedom.social/The_Central_Bankers_Evil_Blockchain_2.pdf  

The 1776 Token has been designed with the following technological approach: 

 

• 1776 is a decentralized blockchain and cryptocurrency 

• 1776 has Obfuscation for private transactions 

• 1776 has its own blockchain 

• 1776 is Proof of Stake (no mining) 

• 1776 has its own Marketplace in www.FreedomMarket.social where goods and 

services can be purchased locally and worldwide 

• 1776 and FreedomMarket do not participate in GLT Standardization 

• www.FreedomMarket.social is similar to Craigslist 

• Products and services to be listed free of charge on FreedomMarket  

• Local Markets can be created and products and services purchased worldwide  
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The 1776 Token is a utility token and required 

system token to be utilized on 

www.FreedomMarket.social (“FreedomMarket”) 

where products and services will be able to be 

purchased from participating businesses and 

individuals. The 1776 Token will be marketed 

and distributed and exposed to millions of 

people by independent media and truth seekers 

and activist platform at www.Freedom.social 

and www.FreedomTube.social 

 

A. 177,600,000 1776 Token will be initially minted 

B. The 1776 Token is a Proof of Stake cryptocurrency with additional coins generated per 

block, see the 1776 Token Specifications document for more information.  

C. The 1776 Token has Master Nodes, see the 1776 Token Specifications document for more 

information. 

D. 10% of 1776 Tokens, or 17,760,000 tokens were allotted to founders to develop the 1776 

Token and develop the Freedom.social and FreedomTube platform. Leaving an available 

159,840,000 tokens available.  

E. 1776 is giving away 10 free coins to 10,000,000 people, after achieved, this will provide the 

second largest blockchain in the world, only second to Bitcoin. When 1776 enters the 

exchanges, the plan is to have a minimum of one million wallets downloaded, thus 

establishing value.  

F. 159,840,000 minus 100,000,000 tokens given away leaves 59,840,000 available for the 

1776 Token Pre-sale. If available tokens are not sold in the pre-sale, the remainder of 1776 

Tokens will be sold on the cryptocurrency exchanges. 
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The 1776 Token Technological Approach  
 

We conducted extensive research on central bank plans for centralized DLT (digital ledger 

technology aka blockchain). The 1776 Token is based on a technological approach to create 

freedom based blockchain and cryptocurrency technology to bypass and never participate in 

the coming central banker control system. The central banks are in the process of creating a 

world control system by which every country in the world with a central bank will have its own 

centralized blockchain containing tangible assets and commodities by which they will control 

humanity. 

 

The 1776 technological approach provides a technology strategy to build local, state, national 

and worldwide ecosystem based on free markets and free people utilizing technology to create 

local markets that are not accessible by centralized blockchains. 

 

The 1776 Token utilizes the following approaches and specifications to create the technology, 

as derived from the report:  The Central Banks Evil Centralized Blockchains.  

Download report here: https://Freedom.social/The_Central_Bankers_Evil_Blockchain_2.pdf  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 1776 Token 

Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Technology 

A technology strategy to build local, state, national and worldwide ecosystem based on  
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1776 Token Specifications v. 1.0 

 

Coin Specifications  

Algorithm Quark 

Block Reward 
Block 1 = 177600000 

Blocks 2 thru 350 = 0  
 

Block Time 120 seconds  

Total Supply (from Proof of Work phase) 177600000 

Port 1776 

Minted Confirmations 50 

Transactions Confirmations 6 

The presale has been mined internally (blocks 1-10080) thereby creating the initial supply. This was 
done to ensure network integrity and to guarantee the stability of the network. 

 

Proof of stake  Master Nodes 60% Proof of stake POS Minting 40% 

Blocks 351- forever 10 1776 

Minimum Stake Coin Age 8 Hours 

 

While the coin supply is infinite, a dynamic more adaptive economy is being developed to give supply 
and demand a synergistic relationship.  
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1776 Token Features 
1776 has been designed utilizing a technological approach to allow people who desire to live 

free to live free, from the coming world control system. 1776 is based on cutting-edge 

cryptocurrency technology which many features are not available in most other 

cryptocurrencies. These features are services provided by a third party private network of semi 

centralized masternodes which provide crucial services such as: 

The 1776 Token provides anonymized transactions using coin 

mixing technology, we call it Obfuscation. 

Obfuscation - Obfuscation is mixing mechanism based on a decentralized approach facilitated by the 

network of masternodes. This provides for an additional layer of privacy in transactions, while not 

completely private, this approach is better than the standard bitcoin transaction that provides a 0.5% 

chance of de-anonymizing an individual transaction that was mixed with 8 rounds of Obfuscation. 

 

Fast transactions featuring guaranteed zero confirmation 

transactions, we call it QuickTransact.  

QuickTransact - Instant Transactions: QuickTransact transactions are confirmed and spendable 
within seconds which are guaranteed by the network of masternodes. There is no need to wait 
for multiple confirmations to be confident in the validity of the transaction. 

 

A beneficial feature of masternodes is the economic factor. Masternodes 

provide the network value and they are rewarded with 60 % of the proof of 

stake reward.  This encourages coins being held in private wallets. 

Masternodes 

These are incentivized nodes that receive rewards based on their availability and their ability to offer 

network services in a decentralized and trust-less manner. Running a masternode requires locking 

4000 SSS collateral for as long as you choose to run the masternode and allows the owner to vote on 

development proposals.  

 

1776 is the first proof of stake cryptocurrency to be based on the version 0.10 or higher Bitcoin 

codebase. The PoS structure does not use coin age, meaning you must keep your wallet open at all 

times, resulting in more constantly available nodes which strengthen the network.  
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Brief Overview of 1776 (SSS) Cryptocurrency 

The Freedom platform has been designed to provide a complete ecosystem for people to create 

independent economy separate from the coming globalist / central bank / new world order control 
system. The 1776 Token utilizes a technological approach as outlined the following report:  

The Central Banks Evil Centralized Blockchains.  

Download report here: https://Freedom.social/The_Central_Bankers_Evil_Blockchain_2.pdf  

The 1776 Token technological approach:  

1. 1776 is decentralized and only a featured cryptocurrency on Freedom.social and 

FreedomMarket local and worldwide marketplace.  

2. 177,600,000 maximum coins were minted 

3. 1776 is Proof of Stake 

4. 1776 has its own blockchain with the explorer built into the wallet  

5. 1776 provides Obfuscation technology to make transactions private 

6. 10 free coins are being giving away FREE to 10,000,000 registered users on 

www.Freedom.social to A) Make the decentralized 1776 Token unstoppable, B) Have as 

large as blockchain as Bitcoin, 3) When we enter the exchanges March 1 2018, the 1776 

Token could have a very high valuation.  

7. Additional coins above 10 free coins are sold for $0.25 cents per coin 

8. 1776 can be purchased by eCheck, or instant trades of BTC and ETH 

9. 1776 will be utilized to purchase products and services on www.FreedomMarket.social, where 

local marketplaces are created and products and services can be sold and bought worldwide. 

FreedomMarket will not participate in standardization and will never register to be an accepted 

payment method on centralized blockchains.  
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1776 Token Selling Points 

 

A. 1776 is a clone of PIVX.  Private Instant Verified Transaction. 

B. 1776 provides Obfuscation for anonymous transactions and has its own blockchain.  

C. 1776 is giving away 10 free coins to 10,000,000 people, after achieved, this will provide the 

second largest blockchain in the world, only second to Bitcoin. When 1776 enters the 

exchanges, the plan is to have a minimum of one million wallets downloaded, thus establishing 

value.  

D. 1776 will be utilized to purchase products and services on www.FreedomMarket.social, where 

local marketplaces are created and products and services can be sold and bought worldwide.  

E. 1776 will be exposed to millions of people on www.Freedom.social and 

www.FreedomTube.social. 

F. The Freedom platform is a and activist and truth seekers platform. Freedom.social is a Group 

driven environment that exposes the Globalist agenda. 30+ Groups will be managed by 

organizations with hundreds of thousands of existing subscribers or members.  

G. The Freedom platform is an independent media platform. 

H. FreedomTube has over 100 independent media channels going to promote FreedomTube and 

1776. YouTube channels will interview Kent Lewiss, and promote the Freedom platform and 

1776 to millions of people. The YouTube channels represent millions of subscribers and many 

millions of monthly views. YouTube channels will promote FreedomTube and 1776.  

I. The Freedom platform has free ipTV for independent media to broadcast live from satellite, IP 

camera, PC, or smartphone. The Freedom platform also has free WebRTC that independent 

media can conduct video conferencing interviews with screen sharing.  

J. The Freedom platform will have nightly ipTV broadcasts that will all promote 1776.  

K. Every country in the world will soon have its own centralized cryptocurrency and blockchain. 

The IMF will soon have a centralized blockchain and cryptocurrency. Standardization is being 

created for very tangible asset and every commodity in the world to be placed on DLT / 

blockchains worldwide where assets and commodities will be purchased utilizing a countries 

central bank cryptocurrency. Their plan is to control the world with centralized DLT and 

cryptocurrency technology. 1776 has been specifically designed to never participate in the 

coming world control system.  


